THE FISH-KROENIG LEGISLATIVE POWERS SURVEY

1. The legislature alone, without the involvement of other agencies, can impeach the president or replace the prime minister.

2. Ministers may serve simultaneously as members of the legislatures.

3. The legislature has powers of summons over executive branch officials, and hearings with executive branch officials testifying before the legislative branch or its committees are regularly held.

4. The legislature can conduct independent investigations of the chief executive and the agencies of the executive.

5. The legislature has effective powers of oversight over the agencies of coercion (the military, organs of law enforcement, intelligence services, and the secret police).

6. The legislature appoints the prime minister.

7. The legislature’s approval is required to confirm the appointment of individual ministers; or the legislature itself appoints ministers.

8. The country lacks a presidency entirely; or there is a presidency, but the president is elected by the legislature.

9. The legislature can vote no confidence in the government without jeopardizing its own term (that is, without the threat of dissolution).

10. The legislature is immune from dissolution by the executive.

11. Any executive initiative on legislation requires ratification or approval by the legislature before it takes effect; that is, the executive lacks decree power.

12. Laws passed by the legislature are veto-proof of essentially veto-proof; that is, the executive lacks veto power, or has the veto power but the veto can be overridden by a simple majority in the legislature.

13. The legislature’s laws are supreme and not subject to judicial review.

14. The legislature has the right to initiate bills in all policy jurisdictions; the executive lacks gatekeeping authority.

15. Expenditure of funds appropriate by the legislature is mandatory; the executive lacks the power to impound funds appropriated by the legislature.
16. The legislature controls the resources that finance its own internal operation and provide for the perquisites of its own members.

17. Members of the legislature are immune from arrest and/or criminal prosecution.

18. All members of the legislature are elected; the executive lacks the power to appoint any members of the legislature.

19. The legislature alone, without the involvement of the other agencies, can change the constitution.

20. The legislature’s approval is necessary for the declaration of war.

21. The legislature’s approval is necessary to ratify treaties with foreign countries.

22. The legislature has the power to grant amnesty.

23. The legislature has the power to pardon.

24. The legislature reviews and has the right to reject appointments to the judiciary; or the legislature itself appoints members of the judiciary.

25. The chairman of the central bank is appointed by the legislature.

26. The legislature has substantial voice in the operation of state-owned media.

27. The legislature is regularly in session.

28. Each legislator has a personal secretary.

29. Each legislator has at least one nonsecretarial staff member with policy expertise.

30. Legislators are eligible for reelection without any restriction.

31. A seat in the legislature is an attractive enough position that legislators are generally interested in and seek reelection.

32. The reelection of incumbent legislators is common enough that at any given time there legislature contains a significant number of highly experienced members.